In this paper we calibrate the exact proof{theoretic strength of Kruskal's theorem, thereby giving, in some sense, the most elementary proof of Kruskal's theorem.
Introduction
S.G. Simpson in his article 10], \Nonprovability of certain combinatorial properties of nite trees", presents proof{theoretic results, due to H. Friedman, about embeddability properties of nite trees. It is shown there that Kruskal's theorem is not provable in ATR 0 . An exact description of the proof{theoretic strength of Kruskal's theorem is not given. On the assumption that there is a bad in nite sequence of trees, the usual proof of Kruskal's theorem utilizes the existence of a minimal bad sequence of trees, thereby employing some form of 1 1 comprehension. So the question arises whether a more constructive proof can be given. The need for a more elementary proof of Kruskal's theorem is especially felt due to the fact that this theorem gures prominently in computer science, because it is the main tool for showing that sets of rewrite rules are terminating (see 3], p. 258, where this challenge is o ered).
Our paper gives a complete proof{theoretic characterization of Kruskal's theorem in terms of ordinal notation systems, subsystems of second order arithmetic, and subsystems of Kripke{Platek set theory.
The paper is divided into eleven parts.
In Section 1 we introduce an ordinal notation system T A , which represents the Ackermann-ordinal (see 2] for a de nition) in a natural way. It is shown that within ACA 0 , Kruskal's theorem implies the well{foundedness of T A .
The reversal of the latter implication constitutes the content of Section 2. Given a bad sequence of trees, we show how to produce e ectivly a strictly descending sequence of ordinals in T A of the same length.
The equivalence of Kruskal's theorem with the well{foundedness of T A then provides an upper bound for the order{types of simpli cation orderings, since Kruskal's theorem can be used to proof the well{foundedness of these orderings. For ! let T( ) be the set of nite trees T such that every vertex of T has less than immediate successors (so KT (!) is just Kruskal's theorem). T( ) is quasi-ordered by the natural tree-embeddability relation. Let KT( ) be the statement "T( ) is well-quasi-ordered.". We also show that 8nKT(n) and KT (!) are equivalent over ACA 0 .
In 10], p. 99, it is stated that Kruskal's theorem is provable in the formal system T := ACA 0 + 1 2 ? BI. The investigations of this paper were mainly prompted by this remark. It turns out that this is not quite true.
Indeed, ACA 0 + KT(!) proves the uniform 1 1 re ection principle of the latter theory, RFN 1 1 (T), and is therefore a stronger theory. The remainder of this paper is devoted to proving T := ACA 0 + 1 2 ? BI 0 8nKT(n) and ACA 0`K T(!) $ RFN 1 1 
(T).
Sections 4{10 pursue the ordinal analysis of the system ACA 0 + 1 2 ?BI, thereby showing that the order type of T A is the proof{theoretic ordinal of the latter system. The methods used here are perfectly general in that they provide a general framework for analyzing all the theories ACA 0 + 1 n ? BI for n 2. Using results from 5], we also establish the proof{theoretic equivalence of ACA 0 + 1 n ?BI and KP! ? + n ?Foundation for all n 2, where KP! ? stands for Kripke{Platek set theory including in nity but with foundation restricted to sets.
An e ective version of the ordinal analysis of ACA 0 + 1 2 ?BI is sketched in Section 11, nally establishing ACA 0`K T(!) $ RFN 1 1 (T).
An ordinal notation system
Firstly, we need some ordinal{theoretic background. Let On be the class of ordinals. Let AP := f 2 On : 9 2 On = ! ]g be the class of additive principal numbers and let E := f 2 On: = ! g be the class of "{numbers which is enumerated by the function :" .
We write = NF ! + if = ! + and either, = 0 and < , or = ! 1 + + ! k with 1 : : : k and k 1. Note that by Cantor's normal form theorem, for every = 2 E f0g, there are uniquely determined ordinals and such that = NF ! + .
Let := @ 1 . For any < " +1 we de ne the set E ( ) which consists of the "{numbers below which are needed for the unique representation of in Cantor normal form recursively as follows:
1. E (0) := E ( ) := ;; 2. E ( ) := f g; if 2 E \ ; 3. E ( ) := E ( ) E ( ) if = NF ! + : Let := max(E ( ) f0g).
We de ne sets of ordinals C( ; ); C n ( ; ), and ordinals # by main recursion on < " +1 and subsidiary recursion on n < ! (for < ) as follows.
(C1) f0; g C n ( ; ); (C2) ; 2 C n ( ; )^ = NF ! + =) 2 C n+1 ( ; ); (C3) 2 C n ( ; ) \ =) # 2 C n+1 ( ; ); (C4) C( ; ) := S fC n ( ; ): n < !g; (C5) # := minf < : C( ; ) \ ^ 2 C( ; )g: Lemma 1.1 # is de ned for every < " +1 . Proof: Let 0 := + 1. Then 2 C( ; 0 ) via (C1) and (C2). Since the cardinality of C( ; ) is less than there exists a 1 < such that C( ; 0 ) \ 1 . Similarly there exists for each n < (which is constructed recursively) a n+1 < such that C( ; n ) \ n+1 . Let := supf n : n < !g. Then 3 . # = C( ; # ) \ ; and # = 2 C( ; # ), 4. 2 C( ; ) () 2 C( ; ), 5 . < # , 6 . # = # =) = ; 7. # < # () ( < ^ < # ) _ ( < ^# ); 8 . < # () ! < # : Proof: 1.) and 8.) issue from closure of # under (C2).
2.) and 3.) follow from Lemma 1.1 and the de nition of # . 4 .): If 2 C( ; ), then 2 C( ; ) by (C2). On the other hand, 2 C n ( ; ) =) 2 C n ( ; ) is easily seen by induction on n.
5.): 2 C( ; # ) holds by 4.) . As < , this implies < # by 3.). 6.): Suppose, aiming at a contradiction, that # = # and < . Then C( ; # ) C( ; # ); hence 2 C( ; # ) \ by 2.); thence # = # 2 C( ; # ), contradicting 3.).
7.): Suppose < . Then # < # implies < # by 5.). If < # , then 2 C( ; # ); hence # 2 C( ; # ); thus # < # . This shows (a) < =) (# < # () < # ):
By interchanging the roles of and , and employing 5.), one obtains
(a) and (b) yield 7.).
The Ackermann ordinal is denoted in this context by # ! .
De nition 1.1 Inductive de nition of a set OT(#) of ordinals and a natural number G # for 2 OT(#). Observe that according to Lemma 1.2.1.) and 1.2.6.), the function G # is well-de ned. Each ordinal 2 OT(#) has a unique normal form using the symbols 0; ; +; !; ; #. Furthermore, if for ; 2 OT(#), represented in their normal form, we were to decide < , we could do this by deciding 0 < 0 for ordinals 0 and 0 that appear in these representations and, in addition, satisfy G # 0 + G # 0 < G # + G # . This follows from Lemma 1.2 7.) and the recursive procedure for comparing ordinals in Cantor normal form. So we come to see the following fact. Lemma 1.3 After a straightforward coding in the natural numbers, we may consider hOT(#); < OT(#)i as a primitive recursive ordinal notation system. Lemma 1.4 1. OT(#) = S fC( ; 0): < " +1 g; 2. OT(#) \ = for 2 OT(#) \ : From now on, we presume an e ective coding of hOT(#); < OT(#)i in the natural numbers, so that the latter structure can be dealt with in ACA 0 (actually in primitive recursive arithmetic). Of course, the well{foundedness of hOT(#); < OT(#)i is not provable in ACA 0 .
Next, we recall some basic de nitions from 10]. A nite tree T is a nite partial order hT; T i such that, 1. (9r 2 T)(8t 2 T) t 6 = r ! r T t^t 6 T r]; 2. (8s 2 T)(8t 2 T)(8u 2 T) t T s^u T s ! t T u _ u T t]: For a nite tree T = hT; T i and t; u 2 T we denote the T -in mum of t and u by t^T u: The uniquely determined T -minimal element is called the root of T .
A nite tree T = hT; T i is embeddable into a nite tree U = hU; U i if there exists an one-to-one (embedding-) function f : T ! U such that f(t^T u) = f(t)^U f(u) for all t; u 2 T:
For a 2 T let T a := fb 2 T : a T bg and T a = hT a ; T T a i. An immediate subtree U of T has the form T a where a is an immediate Tsuccessor of the root of T . Every immediate subtree U of T is embeddable into T . Theorem 1.1 (Kruskal) For any !-sequence hT i : i < !i of nite trees there exist indices i and j such that i < j < ! and T i is embeddable into T j .
In 10] it is shown that Kruskal's theorem implies the well{foundedness of ? 0 within ACA 0 . This proof can be extended to also yield the well{ foundedness of # ! from Kruskal's theorem in ACA 0 . The proof utilizes a normal form for ordinals < # ! . This normal form can be computed primitive recursively.
We require some notation. Let 0 := 0 and (n + 1) := n + . Let n 0 := 0. If = ! 1 
Proof. We reason within ACA 0 . We shall de ne a primitive recursive mapping o: T(!) ?! f 2 OT(#): < # ! g by recursion on the number of elements of a tree T , j T j. If T consists only of its root, then let o(T ) = 0. Otherwise the root of T has nitely many immediate successors a 0 ; : : : ; a k . Let T i be the immediate subtrees of T determined by a i . Since j T i j < j T j, we may assume that i := o(T i ) is already de ned. We may further assume that 0 : : : Now we can proceed in the de nition of o(T ) for k 4 o(T f(a) 2 ) for each a 2 T 1 . The proof is by induction on jT a 1 j; it just springs from the above observation.
By induction on G # one veri es that there is a tree T such that o(T ) = provided that < # ! . For 2 E one has to employ Proposition 1.1.
If now h k : k < !i were an in nitely descending sequence of ordinals below # ! , then we would get a corresponding sequence of nite trees hT k : k < !i with o(T k ) = k for each k < !. Since supf#( n + + 0 ) : n < !g = # ! , there would be an n 0 such that for all k < !, T k 2 T(n 0 ). Therefore, by KT(n 0 ), we could pick i < j < ! such that T i T j . Hence o(T i ) = i o(T j ) = j by the above claim; contradicting the assumption.
In the next Section we will frequently draw on the following result (we already did in the previous Theorem). Lemma Proof: An in nite bad sequence in Xwould give rise to an in nite descending chain below + 1.
We introduce some more terminology. Let X= hX; i be a quasi-order. Forx 2 Bad(X) let Xx := fy 2 X :x _ y 2 Bad(X)g and Xx := hXx; Xxi. Let X 0 = hX 0 ; 0 i and X 1 = hX 1 ; 1 i be quasi{orders.
We de ne quasi{orders X 0 X 1 and X 0 X 1 as follows. The domain of X 0 X 1 is the disjoint union X 0 ] X 1 of X 0 and X 1 . Therefore X 0 ] X 1 consists of ordered pairs h0; x 0 i and h1; x 1 i where x 0 2 X 0 and x 1 2 X 1 . X 0 ] X 1 is quasi{ordered by a relation 0 1 as follows:
hi; ui 0 1 hj; vi : () i = j^u i v:
When we write X 0 ]X 1 , we assume (without loss of generality) that X 0 and X 1 are disjoint and we will identify x 0 2 X 0 with h0; x 0 i and x 1 2 X 1 with h1; X 1 i. The domain of X 0 X 1 is the cartesian product X 0 X 1 of X 0 and X 1 . X 0 X 1 is quasi-ordered by the relation 0 1 as follows: For a given quasi{order X= hX; i we de ne the quasi{order X <! as follows: The domain of X <! consists of the set X <! of all nite sequences in X. X <! is quasi{ordered by a relation <! as follows: hx 1 ; : : : ; x m i <! hx 0 1 ; : : : ; x 0 n i if and only if there exists a sub{sequence 1 i 1 < : : : < i m n such that x l x 0 il for every 1 l m: 1 If X 0 and X 1 are well{quasi{orders then X 0 X 1 ; X 0 X 1 and X <! 0 are well{quasi{orders, too. According to 8], this can be shown in ACA 0 (especially, Higman's lemma is provable in ACA 0 ).
A nite tree T with labels in a quasi-order X= hX; i is an ordered tripel hT; T ; l T i such that hT; T i is a nite tree and l T : T ! X: If T = hT; T ; l T i and U = hU; U ; l U i are nite trees with labels in a quasi-order X = hX; X i we say that T is embeddable into U if there exists an embeddingfunction f : T ! U such that l T (t) X l U (f(t)) for every t 2 T. Let T(X) be the set of nite trees with labels in Xand let T(X ) be the corresponding embeddability relation. Let T(X) := hT(X); T(X ) i. Theorem 2.1 (Kruskal) T(X) is a well-quasi-order for every well-quasi-
We want to show that the existence of a rei cation of Xinto 2 T implies the existence of a rei cation of T(X) into #( ! ) 2 T. This will imply Kruskal's theorem by taking the domain of Xto be a singleton, i.e., = 1. For technical reasons we introduce the following terminology, which is due to Schmidt 6] .
De nition 2.1 Let X i = hX i ; i i (i = 0; : : : ; n) be pairwise disjoint quasi{ orders and let 0 ; : : : ; n ordinals such that 0 < 0 < : : : < n !. Let X:= X 0 : : : X n . Let T X 0 : : : X n 0 : : : n ! be the set of all nite trees T = hT; T ; l T i in T(X) such that for every vertex t 2 T, if the label l T (t) of t is in X i , then t has strictly fewer than 1 To be precise, the empty sequence is the bottom element with respect to the ordering <! . where is a permutation of f0; : : : ; mg such that (i) (j) if i < j m.
We de ne to be
Every "-number is closed under these operations.
De nition 2.3 Let X 0 ; : : : ; X n be names for pairwise disjoint quasi{orders Assume rst that N = k for some k < i. By the subsidiary induction hypothesis we get quasi{embeddings e(X; x j ) : L X (x j ) ! X xj such that o (X xj ) < o (X). where the new column has to be inserted at the place which is determined by the ordering of f 0 ; : : : ; i ; Ng. We shall focus on the case N = k since the other case is similar. We construct a quasi{embedding e(X; x) of X(x) into X x by primitive recursion from e(X; x 0 ); : : : ; e(X; x N?1 ) and e(Y; y).
Let z 2 L X (x). We de ne e(X; x)(z) by recursion on the number of vertices of z.
Assume rst that z is a tree consisting only of a root which carries a label v 2 Y j .
If j 6 = i de ne e(X; x)(z) := z. Then e(X;
So let e(X; x)(z) := z 2 X x : Assume now that z is a tree with root-label v 2 Y j and z 0 ; : : : ; z l?1 are the immediate subtrees, where l < j . We can assume inductively that e(X; x)(z 0 ),: : :,e(X; x)(z l?1 ) are de ned. If j 6 = i or l < N let e(X; x)(z) be the tree with root{label v and the immediate subtrees e(X; x)(z 1 ); : : : ; e(X; x)(z l?1 ). Then e(X; x)(z) 2 X x . Now assume j = i and l N. Let j 0 < l be minimal such that x 0 X z j0 . Let j 1 < l minimal such that j 0 < j 1 and x 1 z j1 . Let nally j s?2 < l be minimal such that j s?3 < j s?2 and x s?2 z js?2 . Then z j0 ; : : : ; z js?2 2 X, hz 0 ; : : : ; z j0?1 i 2 L X (x 0 ) <! , hz js?3+1 ; : : :z js?2?1 i 2 L X (x s?2 ) <! , and hz (js?2)+1 ; : : : ; z l?1 i 2 L X (x s?1 ) <! : De ne e(X; x)(z) to be the tree determined by the immediate subtrees e(X; x)(z j0 ),: : :,e(X; x)(z js?2 ) and the root labeled with hv; hhe(X; x)(z 0 ); :::; e(X; x)(z j0?1 )i; :::; he(X; x)(z (js?2)+1 ); :::; e(X; x)(z l?1 )iii which is an element of Y i ] Z. Then e(X; x)(z) 2 X x since s ? 1 < k .
Next, we show that e(X; x)(z) x e(X; x)(z 0 ) implies z X z 0 by induction on the sum of vertices of z and z 0 . If e(X; x)(z) is embeddable into an immediate subtreeẑ of e(X; x)(z 0 ), thenẑ has the form e(X; x)(z 00 ) for some immediate subtree z 00 of z 0 . Then z x z 00 x z 0 by the induction hypothesis. Now we assume that e(X; x)(z) is embeddable into e(X; x)(z 0 ) and that e(X; x)(z) is not embeddable into an immediate subtree of e(X; x)(z 0 ). Then the root-label r of e(X; x)(z) is less than or equal to the root-label r 0 of e(X; x)(z 0 ) with respect to the appropriate quasi-ordering. Thus, if r = hv; hhe(X;x)(z 0 ); :::; e(X; x)(z j0?1 )i; :::; he(X;x)(z (js?2)+1 ); :::; e(X; x)(z l?1 )iii and r 0 = hv 0 ; hhe(X; x)(z 0 0 ); :::; e(X; x)(z 0 Furthermore, there exists a permutation of f0; : : : ; s?2g such that e(X; x)(z j ) x e(X; x)(z 0 (j) ) for j s ? 2: Therefore, by the inductive assumption, z j X z 0 (j) for j s ? 2. By combining the above results, we obtain a one-to-one mapping : f0; : : : ; l ? 1g and any sequence of bad trees starting with t gives rise to a strictly decreasing sequence of ordinals < o(X t ) of the same length. As o(X t ) < #( n ) for some n < !, WF(# n ) implies that there is no in nite such sequence. To see that OT( ) may be considered as a primitive recursive ordinal notation system we must be able to decide the relation 2 C( ) for ; 2 OT( ). For this purpose we introduce the auxiliary concept of coefcient sets.
De nition 3.3 Inductive de nition of a set of ordinals K for 2 OT( ). Proof by main induction on 2 G + 2 G and side induction on m ? n. 
Ordinal analysis of restricted bar induction
In this Section we determine the proof{theoretic strength of the subsystems of second order arithmetic ACA 0 + 1 2 ? BI which is based on arithmetical comprehension and 1 2 bar induction. From this result we shall gather the unprovability of Kruskal's Theorem in ACA 0 + 1 2 ?BI as well as the proof{ theoretic equivalence of ACA 0 + 1 2 ?BI and Kripke{Platek set theory plus in nity axiom but with foundation restricted to set{theoretic 2 formulas. Our device for dealing with 1 2 bar induction will be Buchholz' {rule (cf.
1]).
To set the context, we x some notations. In addition, it will be assumed that they comprise the system ACA 0 . ACA 0 contains all axioms of elementary number theory, i.e. the usual axioms for 0, 0 (successor), the de ning equations for the primitive recursive functions, the induction axiom (1) Next assume that a formula 9ZB(t; Z) 2 1 2 is a m. f. of the last inference of D. Then this must be an instance of (9 1 ) (9 2 ) (A) by Lemma 6.1 1.). If T 0 (U) is the result of an inference, then this inference must be di erent from (9 2 ), (Cut), and ( ? rule). Therefore the assertion follows easily from the induction hypothesis.
Lemma 6.5 Let ?; 8XF(X) be a set of weak formulas. If T 0 ?; 8XF(X) and < , then T 0 ?; F(U) . Proof by induction on . Note that 8XF(X) cannot be a principal formula of an axiom, since 9X:F(X) does not surface in such a derivation. Also, due to < , the derivation doesn't involve instances of the -rule. Therefore the proof is straightforward.
The role of the ( ?rule) in our calculus T is enshrined in the next lemma. Lemma 6.6 T 2 0 9XF(X); :F(A) for every arithmetic formula F(U) and arbitrary formula A(a). 
The assertion now follows from (1) and (2) by the -rule. 7 The reduction procedure for T Lemma 7.1 Let C be a formula of grade %. Suppose Proof by induction on . Observe that for < < , we always have C :
1. If ? is an axiom, then the assertion is trivial. (9 2 ) The objective of this Section is to embed ( 1 2 ? BI) 0 into T , so as to obtain an upper bound for the proof-theoretic ordinal of ( 1 2 (5) using (8 2 ) and (9 1 ). Finally employ (Cut) on (1) and (2) Proof by induction on k. Using Lemma 5.1 2.), we can assume that we have a nice derivation of ?.
During this proof we shall also ensure that the corresponding T -derivation will be nice. 
Thus (1) and (2) Observe that in the cases, we have been considering so far, the in nitary derivations didn't contain inferences with 1 2 m. f. or p. f.; so they are automatically nice. thus, using (8 2 ), we obtain a nice derivation
with 0 = f(k0)+1 (note that 9ZB(m; U; Z) 6 2 1 2 ), and also, by the I. H. used on (3), we get a nice
Moreover, Lemma 6.6 provides us with a nice D 0 2 0 :8X TI( ; X); TI( ; A); simply because the formulas occuring in this derivation do not have 9 1 2 subformulas. By Lemma 6.1 3. we get a nice 
Note that A(n) is not the minor formula of (9 1 ) in D 3 or D 5 ( (9) and (11)).
Thence, by using the Reduction Lemma 7.1 on (9) and (11), we arrive at a nice . Since 2 M; we have 2 E ( ) Acc; therefore 2 Acc: Case2: 0 < and 0 < # : As the length of 0 is less than the length of , we get 0 2 Acc; thus E ( 0 ) Acc; therefore 0 2 M: By the assumption at the beginning of the proof, we then get 0 2 Acc ; hence = # 0 2 Acc. u t
It should be noted that the proof of Lemma 10.3 only requires complete induction for 1 1 {classes. The next lemma is where we really need use an e ective counterpart of the above construction, where we work with codes for T {derivations instead of using the T {derivations themselves. The main idea here is that we can do everything with recursive proof{trees instead of arbitrary derivations. A proof{tree is a tree, with each node labeled by: A sequent, a rule of inference or the designation \Axiom", two sets of formulas specifying the set of principal and minor formulas,respectively, of that inference, and two ordinals (length and cut{rank) such that the sequent is obtained from those immediately above it through application of the speci ed rule of inference. The well-foundedness of a proof{tree is then witnessed by the ( rst) ordinal \tags" which are in reverse order of the tree order.
If the inference is an instance of ( ?rule), the label should also provide an index for the fundamental function f and an index for the functional T that gives the transformations on proof{trees (cf. Section 8); hence both are required to be recursive.
We then have to show that none of our manipulations on T {derivations leads us beyond this class of recursive proof{trees. The latter is guaranteed by the fact that for the embedding of ( 1 2 ? BI) 0 into T we only need instances of the ( ?rule), where the transformation on proof{trees is given by a recursive functional, and by the fact that all the operations in the cut{ elimination procedure are of a local nature, i.e. they give rise to recursive functionals.
To carry out all the details of this constructivization would mean to produce another lengthy paper. But it is high time that we nished this paper; so we simply quit at this point.
